
“Cheers to a New Year!”

Dear Sprout Families,
December was a study of Bags and Bows and we
learned so much! We talked about and demonstrated
the different functions of different bags we use in our
everyday lives. We wore bows in diverse ways on
our bodies and in our artwork.The Sprouts had no
trouble using their imagination to create jobs for the
bags and the bows we had in the classroom.

We enjoyed reading all different kinds of books and
the classroom favorite was Little Blue Truck’s
Christmas.The Sprouts all loved talking about and
creating Tree art and  sharing with each other about
what their own Christmas Tree looks like at home.
We had a bow hunt and everybody was so excited to
find where all the bows were hidden….except for the
green one. We are still looking.

Monthly Highlights:

Addison had fun organizing the bows and sticking
them to the shelves as well as her friends!

Bailey is becoming a pro at putting her snow gear
and boots on all by herself! We are so proud of her!

Ben has been so interested in building motorboats!
He builds them out of whatever he can find!

Cannon really enjoyed filling up the bags with all
different toys and then showing his friends his
treasures!

Jack always does such  a great job at the art table.
His favorite activity this month was sticker art

Millie loved using the bags to go grocery shopping
with. She also used her imagination to use them for
picking grapes and blueberries!

Tate just loves all the songs we sing during Circle
Time and is always the first one to know all of the
words to all of them!

Wesley has become so independent! Everyday after
nap he puts his blankets away before his teachers
ask him and begin to get ready for snacktime.

Our study for the month of January will be “Ice
Cold”. We will be exploring the ice and snow,
discovering animal tracks and learning about how
We can stay warm when it is cold. To make this
study more effective we need the weather to
cooperate so keep your fingers crossed!

Books: Snow Dog , Go Dog
I am Small
10 Playful Penguins

Songs: 10 Snowflakes
Winter Wonderland
Suzie Snowflake

Thank you so much for the cards, gifts and treats!
We appreciate all of you so much and are looking
forward to the New Year with you!

Ms. Kelcy and Ms. Tracy




